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During the last couple of years the importance of software security has gained a
lot of press recognition and it has become very important part of different software
products especially in the embedded industry. To prevent software security vulnera-
bilities the secure software development life cycle is recommended as a development
method to prevent implementation bugs and design flaws in the early phase of the
product development. Secure software development life cycle recommends various
different security actions to be taken in different phases of the development life cy-
cle. Fuzz testing is one of these recommendations to be taken under secure software
development life cycle.
Fuzz testing is an automated testing technique where the system under test is given
modified and malformed also known as fuzzed input data. The purpose of fuzz
testing is to find implementation bugs and security related vulnerabilities. Fuzz
testing has been proven to be cost effective method to identify such issues. To
increase the effectiveness of fuzz testing, such methods can be directly included
in the implementation phase of the secure software development life cycle. Since
many software products are developed by using continuous integration methods
and automated testing, the automated fuzz testing can be integrated to existing
continuous integration environment to enable automated fuzz testing beside normal
testing procedures.
The purpose of this thesis is to create a fuzz testing framework that can be integrated
to the existing testing and continuous integration framework and enable automated
fuzz testing in the earliest phase of secure software development life cycle as well as
in the verification phase of secure software development framework. The purpose
of fuzz testing is to find security related vulnerabilities in multiple different KONE
proprietary protocols used in embedded environment and to ensure the proprietary
II
protocols are secure.
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Viime vuosien aikana tietoturvallisuus on saanut paljon mediajulkisuutta ja siitä on
tullut tärkeä osa-alue erilaisille ohjelmistoille, etenkin sulautettujen järjestelmien
ohjelmistoille. Tietutorvallinen ohjelmistokehitysmalli on suositeltu tietoturvahaa-
voittuvuuksien- ja ongelmien estämiseksi. Tietoturvallinen ohjelmistokehitys pyrkii
estämään toteutus- ja suunniteluvirheitä ohjelmistokehityksen mahdollisimman ai-
kaisessa vaiheessa. Tietyturvallinen ohjelmistokehitys suosittelee erilaisten tietotur-
vatoimintojen tekemistä ohjelmistokehityksen eri vaiheissa. Fuzz-testaus en eräs
näistä suositelluista toimenpiteistä.
Fuzz-testaus on automaattinen testausmenetelmä, missä testikohteelle syötetään
muokattua ja virheellistä syötettä. Fuzz-testauksen tarkoituksena on löytää toteu-
tusvirheitä ja tietoturvallisuushaavoittuvuuksia. Fuzz-testaus on hyvin kustannuste-
hokas testausmenetelmä löytämään näitä ongelmia. Jotta fuzz-testauksen tehok-
kuutta voidaan parantaa, sitä voidaan tehdä jo tietoturvallisen ohjelmistokehityk-
sen varhaisessa kehitysvaiheessa. Koska monet ohjelmistot kehitetään jatkuvalla in-
tegraatiolla ja testataan käyttäen automaatiotestausta, automatisoitu fuzz-testaus
voidaan lisätä jo olemassaolevaan jatkuvan integraation ympäristöön, jolloin fuzz-
testausta voidaan suorittaa muun testauksen ohessa.
Tässä lopputyössä kehitettiin fuzz-testaus ympäristö, joka voidaan liittää jo olemas-
saolevaan testaus ja jatkuvan integraation ympäristöön. Tämä integraatio mahdol-
listaa automatisoidun fuzz-testauksen tietoturvallisen ohjelmistokehityksen verifiointi-
ja implementointi vaiheissa. Fuzz-testauksen tarkoituksena on havaita KONEen
kehittämien sulautettujen järjestelmien protokollien tietoturvahaavoittuvuuksia.
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21. INTRODUCTION
KONE is one of the worlds leading elevator and escalator vendors and provides
24/7 connectivity to some of its products. These type of IoT (Internet of Things)
connectivity services needs to be secure, since information security breaches have
been increased during the last years. To prevent these, KONE develops its products
to be secure.
KONE has various proprietary protocols used in its IoT products. The security and
the robustness of the proprietary protocols needs to be verified as early as possible.
Fuzz testing is an automated software security testing technique, which can be
used to detect security issues. Including automated fuzz testing in the automated
testing environment will help to find possible implementation issues and security
vulnerabilities in the earliest phase of the development process.
The purpose of this work is to enable fuzz testing in secure software development
life cycle implementation and verification phases in KONE R&D IoT environment.
Incorporating fuzz testing prevents security related bugs and vulnerabilities as soon
as possible in the early phase of the development. The fuzz testing needs to be auto-
mated and be part of regression testing for verifying that the found issues are fixed
properly. This thesis, consists of the description of secure development life cycle
phases and an introduction to different fuzz testing techniques. Secure development
life cycle consists of security training, requirements, design, implementation, verifi-
cation and release phase. Furthermore, the implementation work of the automated
fuzz testing to existing testing environment and continuous integration environment
is thoroughly covered. Finally, a short description of the findings is presented at the
end of the thesis.
1.1 Requirements and restrictions
The goal of this thesis was to build an automated way to perform security fuzz
testing for KONE proprietary protocols. This automated fuzz security testing is a
part of secure Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC) procedure. Security fuzz
testing was developed to be part of normal testing procedure in development phase
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and to be integrated to the existing testing framework at KONE corporations IoT
R&D team. The main reason behind this was to allow normal testers to have an easy
way of adding fuzz testing on top of their normal testing sequences. Fuzz testing
was supposed to be executed by normal testers without prior knowledge on fuzz
testing. Because KONE had numerous proprietary protocols to be tested, the fuzz
testing framework should be able to test all of them in various different hardware
and software environments. Automated fuzz testing should be added to continuous
integration development process as well. The fuzz testing should also be able to
execute as a regression testing procedure. Some of the protocols are implemented in
a software that runs in a very limited hardware. These protocols set restrictions the
possible fuzz testing technique. All selected protocols should be able to be tested
in real hardware and software environment. The selected fuzzer should be able to
fuzz multiple different proprietary protocols made for different purposes. It should
be able to fuzz both debug- and release builds as well.
1.2 The scope of this thesis
In this thesis the SDLC process is described to give valuable insights on how to
build secure software using secure software development methods and what are the
methods used to achieve this in different development phases. Since fuzz testing is
effective in finding security vulnerabilities, different fuzz testing methods and fuzz
testing tools are briefly described. Normal testing procedure is left out of the soft-
ware testing methodology, since it is a way to validate and verify the developed
product but is not a specific security testing method. Other software testing tech-
niques that are not closely relevant to security testing are left out as well. The
detailed analysis of findings is not discussed, since it is left to the developers to exe-
cute and the purpose was to develop fuzz testing. Only the fuzz testing related parts
of software security testing are described in more detail. Software security testing
methods suggested to be used by SDLC are discussed in different SDLC phases.
42. SECURITY DEVELOPMENT LIFE CYCLE
During the last couple of years we have seen an increasing number of different soft-
ware vulnerabilities growing from hundreds to thousands as demonstrated in Figure
2.1, [1], [2]. Exploitable software has started to get the attention of press since the
famous OpenSSL Heartbleed bug [3], [4]. Now software vulnerabilities are filling
the headlines of IT news discussing about famous ransomwares from Petya and
WannaCry to Mirai botnet [5], [6], [7], [8]. Different cyber security incidents are
having more and more severe impact to the society [9]. For example, England’s Na-
tional Healthcare System (NHS) was heavily affected by the Wannacry ransomware
causing denial of service and revenue loss [10]. To mitigate these problems, the
Figure 2.1 The number of reported software vulnerabilities in CVE (Common Vulnera-
bilities and Exposures) database over the years from 1999 to August 2017 has increased by
tenfold. Figure retrieved from [1] at 8.2017.
underlying software systems should be designed by having security in mind during
the entire development phase. The overall quality of the software product consist of
combination of privacy, security and reliability as shown in Figure 2.2. Increasing
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the security of the product will eventually increase its overall quality. Security and
privacy ensures that all personal data is handled appropriately and is not easily
breachable. Security and reliability ensures that the system is available all the time
and can not be attacked easily with cyber attacks like DDoS (Distributed Denial of
Service) [11], [12], [13], [14]. Reliability and security takes care that if the underlying
system crashes no privacy related or other vice sensitive data is available in logs or
error messages to unauthorized parties [15].
Figure 2.2 Quality of the software is a combination of security, privacy and reliability.
Figure from [15].
Software security is a non-functional property of the system. It defines how a system
is supposed to act or behave as well as how it should not work. Software security
is part of the overall quality as illustrated in Figure 2.2 is presented. Traditionally
information security has three attributes: confidentiality, integrity and availability
(CIA). Confidentiality ensures that data or information is accessible only by those
who are granted the access and it is not accessible by any unauthorized methods
or parties. Integrity guarantees that there is no unauthorized or unintended mod-
ification, deletion or manipulation to data and that the data is solid. Availability
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assures the accessibility of the data and services and denial of service is an example
to violate this principle.
Faults in the design of the system can lead to flaws and implementation bugs can
lead to exploitable vulnerabilities and both of these can breach the security of the
system. A software vulnerability is defined by IETF (Internet Engineering Task
Force): "A flaw or weakness in a system’s design, implementation, or operation and
management that could be exploited to violate the system’s security policy" [16].
There are multiple different software development methods, agile and scrum methods
being to most popular ones nowadays. Many corporations adds Secure Software
Development Life Cycle (SDLC) practices on top of those agile methods [17], [18].
SDLC differs from the traditional software development process by emphasizing
security practices in every part of the development process. Usually this is done by
having specifically defined check points and security actions to be taken in every step
of the development process. This could prevent design flaws and implementation
bugs from arising in the early steps in the development process. SDLC works on
every resolution from architectural review to source code analysis, where one wants
to find low-level programming issues. Detecting software vulnerabilities as soon as
possible is known to be also more cost effective than fixing the detected issues in
the future. Additionally, it has been observed that organizations that have been
under severe attacks they tend to lose significant revenue and destroy a possible
good reputation that they have built during the past years [19], [20].
Even though there are several different guidances, methodologies and recommen-
dations for secure development process and testing, there is no strict definition for
SDLC or for the phases that should be included. Usually, organizations or companies
customizes their own guidelines for SDLC process to fit their product and organi-
zation practices [19]. SAFECode (The Software Assurance Forum for Excellence in
Code) encourages to use secure design principles including threat modeling, using
least privilege -method and sandboxing implementation. In addition to that, they
introduce various secure coding practices for C and C++ languages. Robustness
testing and fuzz testing are also mentioned in their testing recommendations [21].
Regarding the development process, SAFECode suggests to follow the best practices
listed below [22]:
 Security training
 Defining security requirements
 Secure design
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 Secure coding
 Secure source code handling
 Security testing
 Security documentation
 Security readiness
 Security response
 Integrity verification
 Security research
 Security evangelism
Well planned SDLC can incorporate all of those phases. Security evangelism en-
courages companies to publish and share good security practices.
NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology) has provided concrete guide-
lines on how to incorporate security during the development process [23]. Microsoft,
originally had 12 phases or ”stages” in their SDLC as shown in Table 2.1.
Phase Action
0 Education and Awareness
1 Project Inception
2 Define and Follow Design Best Practices
3 Product Risk Assessment
4 Risk Analysis
5 Creating Security Documents, Tools, and Best Practices for Customers
6 Secure Coding Policies
7 Secure Testing Policies
8 The Security Push
9 The Final Security Review
10 Security Response Planning
11 Product Release
12 Security Response Execution
Table 2.1 Microsoft used to have 12 phases in their SDLC [15].
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Figure 2.3 Simplified SDLC phases from Microsoft consisting of five core development
phase. Training phase proceeds it and response phase in the end of it. Figure from [25].
These multiple phases has now been reduced to five core phases [24]. McAfee (for-
mer Intel Security) defines their Agile SDLC having also around five different phases
quite similar to what Microsoft does [17]. Industry’s best practice is to have around 5
phases in SDLC. As is shown in Figure 2.3, the core SDLC phases are: (1) require-
ments collection, (2) design, (3) implementation, (4) verification and (5) release.
Security training as well as response are considered to be part of the SDLC process
where the released product has a defined plan on how to act when security related
incidents arise when the product has been released. Even though these are not con-
sidered as secure development practices, they are part of the SDLC best practices
and they should be taken into consideration as well.
Although the SDLC phases differ from one publisher to another they still have
certain amount of consistent phases. The new division of five phases in SDLC, as
defined by Microsoft, is the one that is followed in this thesis. Those phases are
discussed separately in the next chapters. Security training is a relevant part of
a successful SDLC process and a brief introduction of security training practices
is presented in Section 2.1. Section 1.1 discusses the requirements phase while
Section 2.3 goes through the design phase of SDLC. Following the design phase,
the implementation recommendations can be found in Section 2.4. Finally, the
description of the verification phase is presented in Section 2.5 while the release
phase can be found in Section 2.6. The rest of this thesis consists of an introduction
to different fuzz testing techniques and description of the implemented fuzz testing
framework.
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2.1 Security Training
To successfully deliver secure software products, the underlying team should follow
the best practices of secure software development. It is not guaranteed that every
team member, from the architect to the test engineer, has valid security experience
and education or training. It has been also observed that there is a clear lack
of security awareness as well as of a formal education of security engineering. To
overcome these issues, SDLC has security training as one of the required steps.
Sometimes, this step is left outside the core SDLC phases. However, this does not
mean that it should not be executed. The training of selected personnel can be
executed in-house or as external training received from other security professionals.
Various different security certificates also exists and personnel should be encouraged
to complete them.
Figure 2.4 Security training can be categorized in three different levels. Figure from [26].
Currently, three main levels of security engineering training exist as shown in Fig-
ure 2.4. All of these levels, have as a main goal to increase the security awareness
considering confidentiality, integrity and availability. The first level of security train-
ing is providing foundational information about security as it enables the security
awareness. This level of knowledge is desired to exist in all members of the develop-
ment teams and relevant professionals including the managers. Without appropri-
ate security awareness among all team members it is almost impossible to build a
security-aware development culture that will effectively support secure development
practices.
Advanced knowledge of security engineering, includes requires developers to be aware
of common secure programming practices. Covering advanced information, enables
the developers and quality assurance engineers to know specific security related
technical information, (e.g. programming language specific nyances). Fixing soft-
ware vulnerabilities and flaws, requires a well-rounded skill set. Specialized training
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should be done to engineers that seek to improve their skills up to a specialization
level. Appropriate topics are for example cryptography or usage of very specific secu-
rity tools. This level of security awareness is required for the professionals who work
with developing security related code, like implementing the usage of cryptographic
functions [26].
Secure design
Attack surface reduction
Defense in depth
Principle of least privilege
Secure defaults
Threat modeling
Overview of threat modeling
Design implications of a threat model
Coding constraints based on a threat model
Secure coding
Buffer overruns
Integer arithmetic errors
Cross-site scripting
SQL injection
Weak cryptography
Security testing
Differences between security and functional testing
Risk assessment
Security testing methods
Privacy
Types of privacy-sensitive data
Privacy design best practices
Risk Assessment
Privacy development best practices
Privacy testing best practices
Table 2.2 Suggested topics for security training. Modified from [25].
The basic software security training should include the topics listed in Table 2.2, [25].
These topics, include security design, threat modeling, secure coding, security testing
and privacy-related issues. The selected training topics depends on the underlying
technologies. For example, SQL injection and cross-site scripting are only relevant
if these technologies are used.
2.2 Requirements
When a software product is determined to belong under SDLC practices the secure
development life cycle starts from the requirements collection phase. Sometimes,
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prior to this phase the initialization phase is considered as the first step. During the
initialization phase, training of the corresponding personnel as well as forming the
required security team is taking place. While it is considered as a necessary step, it
can be also included in the requirements phase. This is because, the needed training
for personnel can be determined based on the security skills and used technologies
that are required for the project. Security training and team formation is not strictly
part of the SDLC practice. Thus, it is usually discussed separately from the SDLC
practice phases. In this thesis, security training is discussed in Section 2.1. As
shown in Figure 2.3, even though the education of personnel is not part of the core
SDLC procedure it is still considered as one of the necessary steps to be followed.
In this first stage of SDLC, security requirements are defined from the business
needs as well as from a business risks perspective. For defining different security
requirements, the business need is the major driving force. In the requirements
phase, the business need has already been realized. This, leads to the execution
of risk assessment where functional parts of the system are defined and result to a
concrete risk assessment documentation. Risk assessment, identifies security risks
from the functional parts of the system. The identified risks, are then categorizes and
ranked based on their importance. Risk assessment should be always executed in the
requirements phase of SDLC and it is described in Section 2.2.2. SAFECode states
that during the requirements phase "translates the conceptual aspects of a product
into a set of measurable, observable and testable requirements" [21]. US-CERT,
defines risk as a "product of the probability of a threat exploiting a vulnerability
and the impact to the organization" [27]. All the above definitions emphasize on
how the SDLC procedure begins from the surrounding business needs and translates
those requirements to a more concrete and measurable requirements and actions.
To realize and measure business needs regarding the security, a Business Impact
Analysis (BIA) needs to be executed. Business Impact Analysis, helps to define
critical areas of the business process and to identify the value of different security
incidents for the business. Additionally, BIA is a method that helps to categorize
and measure the impact of loss in confidentiality, integrity and availability in the
business. Business Impact Analysis is further described in Section 2.2.1. BIA is
not defined explicitly in Microsoft’s SDLC but it is a method that can be useful in
the requirements phase of SDLC. SQUARE (Security Quality Requirements Engi-
neering), is another method that helps an organization to properly define security
requirements in the early phase of production development. SQUARE method is
analyzed in Section 2.2.3.
Different security actions are required for successfully establishing security require-
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ments. Creating quality gates or bug bars [28] and security and privacy risk assess-
ment [29], [30] are some of the recommended actions. The quality gates and bug
bars are acceptance criteria. They describe what is the minimum level of security to
achieve certain security goals. The idea behind bug bars is to set the accepted level
for having certain bug types. For example, bugs described as critical should not be
present in the released product. These are easily measurable and allows the execu-
tion of concrete actions to create a minimum acceptance level of security. Quality
gate, is another easily measurable security requirement. It is similar to bug bars
and usually depends on the underlying technologies. An example of a quality gate
is when certain type of compiled warnings are not allowed in the release build [25].
2.2.1 Business Impact Analysis
Business Impact Analysis is a method to categorize and define the impact of the loss
of confidentiality, integrity or availability in the business process and it can be used
to identify critical areas in the business process. Identifying critical business process
areas helps to pinpoint them for further security actions. BIA helps to identify the
value of loss for the following incidents:
 Breach of confidentiality of processed data
 Loss of data integrity or process activities integrity
 Low process availability
Every found risk has a business impact that can be measured or approximated
by using a process importance weight. Process importance is determined from a
Business Impact Categories (BIC) Table, where BIC categories can be for example:
 Personnel or client related losses
 Law violation
 Financial losses
 Effectiveness drop
Loss level, is organization specific and the highest risk, for example, to an elevator
company could be a loss of a life by using a faulty elevator or the inability to serve
any personnel with the elevator causing severe personnel and client related losses.
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For each found risk, the business impact value is determined. By using the Business
Impact Categories Table and calculating the importance of every value with Loss
Levels the process weight can be estimated. Loss levels, are ranked from lowest to
the highest with a description of the possible loss. BIC Table is constructed by
combining the BICs with Loss Levels. From this BIC Table, the process impor-
tance weight can be calculated with chosen metric, (e.g. by using a square sum
percentage).
BIA helps defining the most important and critical business process if there is loss
in data integrity, security or availability. Moreover, allows the identification of the
most critical business artifacts for further security actions [31].
2.2.2 Risk Assessment
Risk assessment, identifies parts of the software that needs specific security actions
and closer security inspection. Risk assessment, helps identifying parts of the project
that needs to have threat modelling or secure architecture review. Other SDLC
specific security testing actions like fuzz testing and penetration testing targets
should also identified during the risk assessment procedure [15], [25].
Figure 2.5 Risk assessment steps beginning of identifying threat sources and events
through determining the risk magnitude and impact. Figure modified from [32].
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Risk assessment can be executed at the organization level to estimate the effect of
harmful events to the organizations’ business, reputation and operations. It can
also be executed in a lower lever of operation, in certain projects and system de-
velopment. Risk assessment in SDLC process estimates the impact of a breach or
security incident to the developed system. Risk assessment, starts by identifying
threats and threat sources that can have negative and unwanted impact to the de-
veloped system as is illustrated in Figure 2.5. Some particular events are also part
of possible threats. Events that can be a threat are, for example, human error and
different kinds of cyber attacks like phishing, where an attacker tries to get sensi-
tive information hoaxing the victim. After identifying all possible risks, the impact
and likelihood of the identified risks are determined. Impact, measures the severity
and the effects for the organization and the system while likelihood expresses the
probability of the event to occur. Risk, is the product of the likelihood of an event
to happen and the impact of the event to the defined target [32].
Security and Privacy Risk Assessment
1 Which portions of the project will require threat models before release?
2 Which portions of the project requires security design reviews before release?
3
Which portions of the project (if any) will require penetration testing
by a mutually agreed upon group that is external to the project team?
4
Are there any additional testing or analysis requirements the
security advisor deems necessary to mitigate security risks?
5 What is the specific scope of the fuzz testing requirements?
6 What is the Privacy Impact Rating?
Table 2.3 Security and Privacy Risk Assessment should answer these security and privacy
related questions [25].
The output of a security and privacy risk assessment should provide concrete answers
on the six questions that are listed in Table 2.3. All of these questions are either
security or privacy related. In question number 6. is suggested to define Privacy
Impact Rating. Privacy Impact Rating can be categorized as shown in Table
2.4. High privacy risk is related to products that handle, transfer or store privacy-
related data. If the systems do any installation or changes file type associations,
those systems are also under high privacy risk. Medium privacy risk arises from
systems that do anonymous data transfer. The privacy risk by default is low (i.e.
no previously described behavior exists).
Requirements of the developed product are also regulated by different laws and
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High Privacy Risk
The product stores or transfers personally identifiable
information changes settings
or file type associations or installs software.
Moderate Privacy Risk
The sole behavior that affects privacy in the feature
product, or service is a one-time, user-initiated,
anonymous data transfer.
Low Privacy Risk
No behaviors exist within the product that affects
privacy. No anonymous or personal data is transferred,
no personally identifiable information is stored on the
machine, no settings are changed on the user’s behalf,
no software is installed.
Table 2.4 Privacy Impact Rating can be determined based on if the software stores or
modifies personally identifiable information.
standards [23]. For example, EU has defined the General Data Protection Regulation
(GDPR) which every organization that is located in Europe needs to follow and
be compliant with. In GDPR, large penalties are given if the organization does
not follow the instructions considering how systematic monitoring or personal data
should be handled [33]. These external requirements should be taken into account
and some of them can be seen as security requirements for the developed product.
2.2.3 SQUARE
SQUARE (Security Quality Requirements Engineering) methodology was developed
over 10 years ago to assist organizations to define security requirements in the early
phase of development. The main goal of SQUARE, is to prevent excessive costs of
fixing found product reliability and vulnerability issues during later phases of prod-
uct development life cycle. SQUARE, also tries to prevent the exceeding of budget
and schedule of the project, increase the quality of product and even prevent the
project cancellation. This is achieved by defining all relevant stakeholders, making
requirements analysis and accurate requirements specification.
Moreover, SQUARE process creates as a final product accurate and valid security
requirements in 9 different steps. The process begins with agreeing on the technical
definitions and outlining the core business and security goals. From these documen-
tation other necessary artifacts are created. A method is required to claim initial
security requirements from the relevant stakeholders. After deciding the method
of claiming the security requirements from the stakeholders, the initial security re-
quirements definition is executed. Last, an inspection is taking place in order to
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ensure the accuracy of the defined security requirements. In Table 2.5, a detailed
description of every step in SQUARE process to deliver security requirements doc-
umentation [34] is presented.
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Step Input Techniques Participants Output
1 Agree on def-
initions
Candidate defini-
tions from IEEE
and other stan-
dards
Structured in-
terviews, focus
group
Stakeholders,
requirements
team
Agreed-to
definitions
2 Identify secu-
rity goals
Definitions, candi-
date goals, business
drivers, policies and
procedures, exam-
ples
Facilitated work
session, surveys,
interviews
Stakeholders,
requirements
engineer
goals
3 Develop arti-
facts to sup-
port security
requirements
Potential artifacts
(e.g., scenarios,
misuse cases,
templates, forms)
Work session Requirements
engineer
Needed
artifacts:
scenario,
misuse
cases,
models,
templates,
forms
4 Perform risk
assessment
Misuse cases, sce-
narios, security
goals
Risk assessment
method, analy-
sis of anticipated
risk against or-
ganizational risk
tolerance, including
threat analysis
Requirements
engineer,
risk expert,
stakeholders
Risk assess-
ment results
5 Select elici-
tation tech-
niques
Goals, definitions,
candidate tech-
niques, expertise
of stakeholders, or-
ganizational style,
culture, level of se-
curity needed, cost
benefit analysis,
etc.
Work session Requirements
engineer
Selected
elicitation
techniques
6 Elicit security
requirements
Artifacts, risk as-
sessment results,
selected techniques
Joint Applica-
tion Development
(JAD), interviews,
surveys, model-
based analysis,
checklists, lists
of reusable re-
quirements types,
document reviews
Stakeholders
facilitated by
requirements
engineer
Initial cut at
security re-
quirements
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7 Categorize
require-
ments as to
level(system,
software,
etc.) and
whether they
are require-
ments or
other kinds
of constrains
Initial require-
ments, architecture
Work session using
a standard set of
categories
Requirements
engineer,
other spe-
cialist as
needed
Categorize
require-
ments
8 Prioritize re-
quirements
Categorized re-
quirements and
risk assessment
result
Prioritization
methods such as
Triage, Win-Win
Stakeholders
facilitated by
requirements
engineer
Prioritized
require-
ments
9 Requirements
inspection
Prioritized require-
ments, candidate
formal inspection
technique
Inspection method
such as Fagan, peer
reviews
Inspection
team
Initial
selected re-
quirements,
documen-
tation of
decision
making
process and
rationale
Table 2.5 All the steps in SQUARE method and the input and output of every step
including the possible participants and techniques used during the step to achieve the desired
output [34].
2.3 Design
The design phase of SDLC consist of secure architecture review, threat modeling,
attack surface reduction and fullfilling the overall design requirements. During the
design phase, the architecture of the system is created. The created architecture
needs to undergo security architecture analysis to identify possible weak points,
integration parts to other systems, parts of the system that needs authentication
or data encryption, logging as a method of monitoring, and tracking, to mention a
few. After secure architecture review the threat analysis is taking place as shown in
Figure 2.6. During the threat analysis, a concrete list of attack vectors and security
risks is defined. The outcome of this phase is a documentation of the architecture
review and threat modeling [23].
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Figure 2.6 Threat modeling is performed after architecture of the system is reviewed and
it guides the following test plan [35].
2.3.1 Secure Architecture Review
Secure architecture review is an activity where the architectural design of the soft-
ware product is critically reviewed. The goal is to find any weak points in the design
and verify that the design fulfils both functional and non-functional security require-
ments. The architectural design of the system should follow the known secure design
principles listed below:
 Principle of Economy of Mechanism
 Principle of Open Design
 Principle of Fail-Safe Defaults
 Principle of Least Privilege
 Principle of Least Common Mechanism
 Principle of Complete Mediation
 Principle of Separation of Privilege
 Principle of Psychological Acceptability
The designed architecture of the system should be simple and not rely on obscurity
by the Principle of Economy of Mechanism. In the Principle of Open Design states,
that the security mechanisms of the system should not be dependent on the secrecy
of the design. The system, should be secure even though a malicious adversary could
see and properly examine the overall system architecture. Furthermore, the system
should have fail-safe defaults, where denying an action is the default mechanism,
which is stated in the Principle of Fail-Safe Defaults. Principle of Least Privilege,
indicates that operations should be executed at the lowest privilege level. Principle
of Least Common Mechanics, restricts the access to resources to be private and not
shared. Access to assets should be validated as is stated by the Principle of Complete
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Mediation. Principle of Separation of Privilege, encourages the permission granting
to be checked against multiple conditions. Last, in the Principle of Psychological
Acceptability, the complexity of the system should not be affected by the underlying
security mechanisms [15],[36].
Asset identification, is done on top of verifying that appropriate design principles
are followed in the system architecture. During the asset identification, information
assets are listed. Different assets can be cryptographic keys, database elements like
user information or other valuable, and possibly private information. To verify that
assets are handled securely, data flow diagrams are analyzed, if needed, to decide
the needed encryption and decryption operations. Data flow diagrams can also help
to determine if authentication is needed. Other actions that needs to be reviewed
are listed below:
 Input validation
 Authentication
 Authorization
 Exceptions
 Integration to other systems, if any
 Auditing and Logging
In the input validation, the trust boundaries of the system are identified. When input
crosses the identified trust boundary it needs to be validated. Integration to other
systems can create a trust boundary and therefore those integrations needs to be
examined. Actions that needs authentication and authorization needs to be visible
in the system design. Any assets that are sensitive have to be stored accordingly
and the appropriate cryptographic operations needs to be present for accessing and
modifying the assets. Finally, the architecture needs to define which operations are
going to be logged and audited. All authentication operations needs to be logged.
Other actions, like data modification and configurations, should be logged as well
for system monitoring [36].
2.3.2 Threat Modeling
Threat modelling is an activity where possible security threats of the system are
identified and malicious behaviours are properly described (e.g. the capabilities of
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a malicious adversary). The goal is to identify system threats, their impact, and
design appropriate mitigations for them. The results of the threat modelling are
steering the security testing plan and implemented mitigation methods. Threat
modelling, should be done after the architecture of the system has been established
and gone under architecture review regarding the security of the system. Threat
modeling is executed based on architecture documentation, data flow diagrams, use
cases, misuse cases, and other documentation that describes the underlying system
and its behavior. The threat model of the system should be updated if the developed
system changes during implementation [25],[37].
A team consisting of different professionals should be formed to perform the threat
modelling. Even though there is no strict definition on who should should be ac-
tually involved, architect and security specialists should participate in that process.
Different mindsets are useful to examine threats from different views. Suitable team
members should have the necessary of knowledge software security [35].
The subject of threat modelling is to list external dependencies, other vendors,
identify trust boundaries, attack surfaces, and security assumptions. There are
some tools available to assist threat modelling, but they can yield a lot of threats
and need data flow diagrams or other description of the system as an input [38].
Security assumptions, defines which parts of the system are considered secure or
trustworthy. In trust boundaries, data crosses different privilege levels and criti-
cal sections of system that handles authentication and authorization. Accessing a
third party system can be identified as a crossing of the trust boundary. During
the threat modelling, known weaknesses can be detected. One frequent weakness
is missing authorization and it is listed in CWE (Common Weakness Enumera-
tion) database, where the recommended prevention and mitigation actions are also
listed [39],[40],[41], [35].
Damage potential How great is the damage if the vulnerability is exploited?
Reproducibility How easy is it to reproduce the attack?
Exploitability How easy is it to launch an attack?
Affected users As a rough percentage, how many users are affected?
Discoverability How easy is it to find the vulnerability?
Table 2.6 DREAD security threat rating system categorizes threats and these questions
helps with the threat categorization [42].
Various threat impact rating methods exist. For example, DREAD [43] can be used
to determine the impact of a security threat. The letters ”DREAD” can be used to
answer five different questions as outlined in Table 2.6. Threats can be categorized
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under DREAD and then ranked to have either high, medium or low impact [42].
STRIDE is another popular choice and it is introduced in Section 2.3.4. The main
outcome of threat modelling is the documentation of possible threats and their
mitigations.
After the threat impact is determined, the suitable mitigation methods needs to
be planned. While there are different mitigation techniques, applying standard
mitigations is in many cases sufficient. Attack surfaces reduction [44] is a common
mitigation method and it is described in Section 2.3.3. Other common mitigation
techniques are using authentication to prevent spoofing, digital signatures to assure
integrity and encryption of private data to provide confidentiality. Sometimes it is
not possible to apply any mitigation methods and based on the threat modelling,
the architecture of the system needs to be redesigned. Lastly, the threat can be
accepted as it is [35],[45].
2.3.3 Attack Surface Reduction
Attack surface is the exposure of the system to an adversary. Attack surface is
a combination of multiple different access points to the system. Entry point, is a
way to access the system, for example, send some input, reading from a socket or a
reading from a file from a disk or network. System’s exit point, is a way to transfer
data from the system to the surroundings. Basically an entry point is a method
that receives data and it can be either direct or indirect. A channel, is a connection
to the system and eventually it invokes the system’s methods. Untrusted data item
of a system is an item that belongs either to an entry or exit point of the system
(e.g. files and cookies). Attack surface, is a set of entry and exit points, channels
and untrusted data items of the system and its environment. Obviously, the more
entry and exit points exists the larger the attack surface of the system is [46].
Attack surface reduction concentrates on eliminating unnecessary items from the
attack surface. These actions includes reducing the amount of code available to
unauthenticated users, restricting the default privilege levels and avoid using any
applications root privileges. On top of these eliminating unnecessary applications
and used libraries reduces the attack surface. Limiting the used code reduces also the
burden to keep it updated and the probability of different programming errors [47].
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Figure 2.7 Attack surface increases when the access level type changes to more privileged.
When the service is available remotely for any access it has the greatest attack surface.
Figure from [15].
2.3.4 STRIDE
STRIDE outlined in Figure 2.8 is a threat taxonomy made from an attacker’s
perspective. It can be used to classify the found threats. When executing threat
modeling the possible threats can be classified by using STRIDE method. Spoofing
Identity (S) means that an attacker pretends to be someone else. Tampering (T)
modifies data in a malicious way. Repudiation (R) allows an attacker to deny an
action that was taken. Information Disclosure (I) reveals information to other parties
that are not allowed to access it originally. Denial of Service (D) denies the usage of
the system. For example Mirai botnet was a DDoS attack that prevented internet
services in a large scale [5]. Elevation of Privilege (E) threat allows an attacker to
gain access to more powerful privileged account, than it should be able to [15].
Figure 2.8 STRIDE is a threat taxonomy created by Microsoft. It can be used in threat
modeling to help classify different threats from an attacker’s perspective [15].
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2.4 Implementation
Implementation phase consists of the actual programming and development work.
During implementation phase the main purpose is to concentrate to the technical
details. To achieve high quality code secure coding practices and standards should
be followed. During the implementation only approved tools should be used. This
includes used compilers and libraries. The followed programming standards depends
on the used programming language(s). For example, when C language is used for
development there is some well known functions that are not safe to use and can
lead exploitable vulnerabilities. The most common memory corruptions in C or
C++ language come from buffer overflow errors and unsafe buffer- and string-
copying functions can cause these if extra care is not taken while programming. In
Table 2.7 is an example listing of unsafe functions that should not be used and
corresponding more safer functions that should be used instead. In Program 2.1 is
an example of the usage of unsafe C function resulting to a buffer overflow. It is
vital to prevent these type of programming errors in a secure software product.
Unsafe Function Safe Function
strcpy strcpy_s
strncpy strncpy_s
strcat strcat_s
strncat strncat_s
scanf scanf_s
sprintf sprintf_s
memcpy memcpy_s
gets gets_s
Table 2.7 Example listing of unsafe C functions and corresponding safe C functions [21].
Good security practices includes verifying that used cryptographic algorithms are
considered safe and valid. There is already outdated cryptographic algorithms that
should not be used anymore, for example, MD5 and SHA1 [48]. The used crypto-
graphic functions should use a strong entropy source for random number generation
1 char fromBuffer [7]={ ’a’,’b’,’c’,’d’,’e’,’f’,’g’};
2 char toBuffer [5]={’s’,’m’,’a’,’l’,’l’};
3 memcpy(toBuffer , fromBuffer , s i z eo f (fromBuffer ));
Program 2.1 Example of a classic C buffer overflow with unsafe function memcpy.
The function memcpy does not verify that the data storing buffer is large enough to
save the data and thus can lead to buffer overflow.
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and for cryptographic seed and nonce values. To mitigate possible programming
errors manual secure code review and static code analysis should be incorporated to
the development process [49], [21]. Static code analysis is discussed in Section 2.4.2
and secure code review in Section 2.4.1.
2.4.1 Secure Code Review
Secure code review is a manual code review that is executed for the product source
code by a software developer or a security professional. Purpose of the secure code
review is to find security related issues and it can be executed in pairs, as a team, or
by an individual. The Program 2.1 illustrates a classic programming error that can
be found by secure code review. Secure code review is closely related to static code
analysis. The difference between these two methods is that secure code review is a
manual process. Using manual core review the whole source code usually cannot be
examined, like with static code analysis. For example, a static code analysis tool
might not find a bug in the usage of cryptographic functions but a manual secure
code review can reveal that there is a misuse of a certain function or the inputs
given to the function are in wrong order or otherwise not valid. Static code analysis
cannot detect if information assets are properly handled and guarded and therefore
these two different source code analysis methods are complimentary [21], [37].
The high level threat model guides the secure code review process. Previously
defined attack surface, threat agents, and attack vectors defined the viewpoint for
the review. Threat model prioritizes the review process and narrows down the
examined source code scope. Therefore examined parts of the source code depends
on the existing threat model and attack vectors [37].
Secure code review examines the security related functionality. It verifies that ap-
propriate security controls exists, secure coding principles are followed, files have
correct access rights, cryptographic functions are used correctly, and that the PRNG
(Pseudo Random Number Generator) is properly seeded [37]. Below is a list of some
of the examination targets for secure code review:
 Logging
 Encryption and decryption
 Other cryptographic functions and methods
 Error handling
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 Authentication
 Authorization
 Memory handling
 Input and output validation
 Security configuration
Logging should be carefully examined to make sure that no extra information about
the system is logged and revealed to external parties. Sensitive information can leak
to external parties when the software crashes and private data is leaked in to the logs.
If any private data is leaked to the logs it could help an adversary to take advantage
of the system. To prevent leakage of sensitive information the error handling should
be executed correctly. Validating that correct security configuration is done is not
enough, appropriate authentication and authorization should also be examined [37].
If a software component is provided by 3rd party, it should be analyzed for hidden
functionality and for possible backdoors [50].
2.4.2 Static Code Analysis
Static code analysis tools examines the source code in an automated manner. As
the name indicates, the source code is not executed and the analysis is done based
only to the source code. Static code analysis is usually integrated to CI (Continuous
Integration) tools to allow continuous verification of the developed source code.
Since static code analysis cannot find all possible flaws it should be incorporated
with secure code review practices [51]. Static code analysis tools can identify various
different weaknesses. For example Juliet Test Suite which is made to evaluate static
code analysis tools, covers 181 different flaws. Table 2.8 gives an example of what
kind of weakness types a static code analyzing software can expose. A full listing of
all possible type of issues that are able to be detected using a static code analysis
would not be feasible to introduce here.
There is always a trade-off in static code analysis tools, they might introduce false
positives, flagging some code to be vulnerable although it is not, and false negatives,
which are failures to report vulnerable code sections. Static analysis tools have a
bad reputation of suffering from high false positive rates, but during the last couple
of years the quality of the tools has increased [53], [51].
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authentication control randomness
access control error handling
buffer handling file handling
encryption pointer handling
reference handling code quality
Table 2.8 Static code analysis can expose wide range of different weaknesses. This is an
example listing of possible issues that can be found by using static code analysis technique
[52].
Static code analysis tools introduces lexical analysis where the source code is parsed
to distinguish function calls and variables. This kind of lexical analysis can expose
calls to banned functions or libraries. While implementing the developed product it
is critical to use up-to-date tools and to avoid using deprecated or banned functions
and APIs (Application Programming Interface). Static code analysis can detect
if these types of errors are present in the source code. Bound checking can find
integer overflow and integer truncation related errors. References and pointers can
introduce type confusion where incompatible pointer types are cast. C and C++
language does not introduce runtime verification for these type of errors and they
can lead to data type errors. Memory allocation errors can lead to heap errors
and, for example, double free, writing to already freed memory region, and buffer
overflow are common mistakes resulting memory from allocation errors. These types
of programming errors can be found by using source code analyzing tools [25]. The
previously mentioned buffer overflow vulnerability in Program 2.1 can be detected by
using static code analysis tools. The same vulnerability can be found by executing
secure code review as previously mentioned in Section 2.4.1.
Data-flow analysis is used to prevent the high occurrence of false positives and
negatives in static code analysis tools. It can distinguish exploitable buffer overflows
from buffer overflows that can not be exploited by an attacker. Pointer-aliasing
analysis is executed alongside data-flow analysis. Pointer-aliasing analysis tracks
all the pointers referencing to same data location. These techniques increases the
accuracy of static code analysis tools [54].
One example of a static code analysis tools is Coverity. Coverity can be integrated
to existing build system and it supports various different programming languages
and operating systems. Issue trackers like JIRA and Bugzilla shows Coverity results
automatically. Coverity is used to scan open source projects like LibreOffice or Linux
Kernel [55], [56], [57].
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2.5 Verification
Last step of actual development is the verification phase where the correctness of the
developed product is evaluated. If any major issues are found during the verification
phase they can be still fixed before the release of the product. Microsoft suggests
to perform dynamic program analysis to detect issues regarding to memory usage,
different privilege levels and security problems. Dynamic analysis of the developed
product includes fuzz testing. By executing fuzz testing, incorrect behavior, memory
issues, and programming errors of the system can be exposed [25]. Fuzz testing is
discussed more in Chapter 3.
It is common to use ready-made libraries and tools in the development and even
in the end product. It would be too cumbersome to implement all the needed fea-
tures in house, for example, one commonly used cryptographic toolkit is OpenSSL.
Implementing all cryptographic functions in house would require excessive amount
of time and resources as well as highly qualified programmers. For legal issues the
used 3rd party tools licences should be reviewed and documented [17].
Figure 2.9 The developed source code should be tested with multiple different complimen-
tary methods to verify its correctness and robustness against security flaws and vulnerabil-
ities. Manual code review is performed in the implementation phase [17].
Threat modeling can be executed again in the verification phase. Reason for per-
forming threat modeling again is to detect if the original design has changed and if
so, document the changes. If during the implementation phase some of the original
design had to be changed, the design should be reviewed again to detect changes
in attack surface. New components or a change of used technology can expose the
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system to new, not previously documented, vulnerabilities. Changes in logging,
authorization, or authentication should be always examined for change [25],[35].
Following the SDLC procedure the developed product should be tested with mul-
tiple complementary methods as shown in Figure 2.9. The static analysis of the
source code should be executed during implementation as well as manual source
code review. Later dynamic analysis testing methods like fuzz testing and, when
appropriate, web vulnerability scanning are executed. Fuzzing is discussed more in
detail in Chapter 3. Penetration testing is executed after other testing methods and
it’s performed to finished product. In the next Section 2.5.1 is a short summary of
how penetration testing is done.
2.5.1 Penetration Testing
Penetration testing [58], also called pentesting, is a specific security testing tech-
nique that is performed to evaluate the security of a product. The main purpose
of penetration testing is to mimic the behavior of a malicious attacker. The pen-
etration tester tries to find exploitable design flaws and implementation bugs from
the system or exploit an already known vulnerability [59],[60]. Penetration testing
is usually performed as a black-box testing technique but can be also performed
as a gray – or white-box testing. This is a semi-manual testing technique where
automated testing tools like the network sniffer Nmap (Network Mapper) can be
used on top of manual methods [61].
1. Selecting a target PC
2. Find target IP address
3. Verifying the target is online
4. Open port scanning
5. Gaining target PC access through open ports
6. Brute force the login credentials
Table 2.9 Hacking steps to gain access to a remote computer. Table modified from [60].
The different phases of penetration testing are presented in Figure 2.10. The testing
begins from test planning and discovery of possible attack vectors, from which follows
an attack phase. All the performed actions should be documented, in this way the
identified vulnerabilities can be fixed. Penetration testing is a great strategy to
demonstrate a system’s or target’s vulnerability and it is a method to discover if
a system is vulnerable to different type of attacks. Example of penetration testing
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Figure 2.10 Penetration testing can be modelled having four stages starting from planning
and discovery following the attack. Finally the results of testing are reported [63].
findings are to gain privilege access (root) to a system, being able to remotely execute
code and gain unauthorized access to private data.
Penetration testing is a real life demonstration that can show that the system is
vulnerable to certain attacks. However, fixing the identified issues is not a covered
by the penetration testers and it is considered as a demanding process. Although
penetration testing is suggested to be performed before the release of the software
product it can be also useful to execute after the actual release [62].
2.6 Release
During the release phase, the set security requirements are revised. Prior to the re-
lease of the developed product, a process through which it is verified that that all the
set and documented minimum security are fulfilled is taking place. The set security
criteria (e.g. bug bars) should be met and if the set security criteria are not met the
product is not considered as release-ready. At the release phase, the final security
review is performed. If any security related expectations arise during the product
development, they should be documented here. All expectations or deviations from
the original plan should be documented and after the final review the final decision
about product release and acceptance of security exceptions can be made [25]. All
relevant information about the developed product needs to be saved and stored.
This includes all documentation, specifications, and other product related artifacts.
Storing all relevant information supports the update and maintenance of the product
in the future. For the product release, an incident response plan should be made.
Incident response plan describes who and what is going to be done if security related
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matters arise after the release of the product. It should be planned if there is on-call
contacts for possible security incidents.
Since the software ecosystem is constantly changing, the developed product needs to
be updated periodically. New patches can introduce new vulnerabilities and someone
can find a vulnerability that has been there for a long time but everyone else has
missed it, like in the previously mentioned Heartbleed vulnerability. These kinds of
issues need to be resolved and possible actions need to be properly planned.
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3. FUZZ TESTING TECHNIQUES
Fuzz testing is an automated software testing technique where the test target is
given modified, also called fuzzed, input. The purpose of fuzz testing, also known as
fuzzing, is to find different software bugs and security related issues; vulnerabilities
that can be exploited by an attacker or cause the software to malfunction. Fuzz
testing can also be seen as robustness testing when the testing target SUT (System
Under Test), is given multiple possibly anomalous inputs. If SUT cannot handle
repeatedly given modified input values it might be easy to crash. Furthermore, fuzz
testing is also a way to perform a brute force testing, also known as stress testing.
This testing technique can produce endless amount of inputs for the SUT to process
and monitor the SUT in several different ways [64],[65].
Figure 3.1 Fuzzing can be divided to phases where the fuzzing target SUT and suitable
inputs are first defined. After defining the fuzzing target the fuzzed input is generated and
sent to the SUT while monitoring the state of the SUT. In the last phase of fuzz testing the
found crashes or exceptions are analyzed and documented [66].
Fuzz testing is usually executed during the verification phase of the SDLC as stated
in Section 2.5. It can be also included in the implementation phase to detect im-
plementation errors as soon as possible. The well-known Heartbleed bug that was
mentioned in Chapter 2, has been proven to be detectable by fuzz testing [3],[67].
Fuzz testing is proved to be an effective way of finding security related vulnerabil-
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ities. By repeatedly feeding the SUT malformed inputs, it tests whether the SUT
is robust or not. Fuzz testing can be automated easily and can scale to test various
different software systems in diverse environments and operating systems. Addi-
tionally, it is cost effective when exploitable security vulnerabilities can be found
during the software development early stages. The cost of fuzz testing is relatively
small, since fuzzers can generate a lot of inputs automatically and many steps of
fuzz testing can be automated and scaled.
Figure 3.2 Fuzz testing can cause the underlying SUT to different failure modes. Figure
modified from [66].
Fuzz testing consists of multiple different parts which can be repeated. Figure
3.1 illustrates the different fuzz testing phases. At fuzz testing, the fuzzing target
is first defined. The target can be, for example, an internet browser [68],[69], a
network or communication protocol [70], and different file reading programs [71].
After the target identification, the possible inputs for SUT are generated. The
generation of the modified fuzzed data usually includes a valid input from which
the fuzzing software starts to modify the input. The generated inputs are then
sent to the SUT. Meanwhile, SUT is monitored for possible crashes and unexpected
behavior. The fuzz testing target monitoring is an important phase since not all
unexpected SUT behavior is easily detected. Fuzz testing can reveal that the SUT
starts to use excessive amount of available resources like memory or CPU. These
excessive resource usages can lead to a denial of service attack or simply a delayed
response time. After the successful completion of that step, the analysis of the
fuzzing findings begins. This phase, has as main goal to identify the source of
the undesired behavior. Naturally, all findings are reported and documented in a
concrete and strict way. Saving the fuzz testing sequence, the sent data to the
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SUT, enables regression testing. Fuzz testing can reveal malfunctions in the SUT
behavior. In addition to that, fuzz testing can lead to program crashes, performance
degradation, and other undesired behavior as shown in Figure 3.2.
There are various different bug types that fuzz testing can successfully reveal. This
varies based on the used language, technologies as well as the system environment.
For example, in web programming found bug types can be related to database queries
when SQL (Structured Query Language) is used. Fuzz testing, can be used to find
these types of errors [72], [73]. Some common memory corruption related bug types
found by fuzz testing are [66]:
 Stack overflows
 Format string errors
 Integer errors
 Heap Overflow
 (Uninitialized) Stack of Heap Variable Overwrites
A classification of different fuzz testing techniques can be done based on the infor-
mation that the fuzzer has received from the testing target. Black-box fuzzers are
the simplest ones having only information about the input and possible output of
the SUT as illustrated in Figure 3.3. White-box fuzzer has the most knowledge of
the target while gray-box fuzzers are somewhere in-between. White-box fuzzer can
use the source or binary code information and have runtime tracking information of
SUT by using a symbolic execution technique. Gray-box fuzzing, is a mix of both
black- and white-box methods. At gray-box fuzzing the fuzzer has access to the
binary code of SUT [74],[66],[64].
Figure 3.3 Black-box fuzzing means that the fuzzer does not have any additional infor-
mation of the test target. It only receives input(s) which it uses as a seed to fuzz data for
the SUT.
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Other widely used division of fuzzers is the mutational-based and generation-based
fuzzing. Generation-based fuzzing makes a model of the input space, which is then
used to generate fuzzing inputs. Mutation-based approach does not have inter-
nal model of inputs, it uses given input samples as a seed to generate fuzzing
data [64],[66].
Dividing fuzzers to strict categories is a demanding and challenging task. In this
thesis, the division of fuzzer types is based on the fuzzers knowledge level of the
SUT. The classification, is made to black- gray- and white-box fuzzers. Black-box
fuzzers do not have any insight of the internals of the SUT while white-box fuzzers
have the all information, that is, the source code of the test target. Gray-box fuzz
testing lies somewhere in-between, as it can use the binary file to analyze SUT.
3.1 Black-box Fuzzing
Black-box fuzzing was the first introduced fuzzing method. It resembles random
testing because it is not sophisticated in the sense that it does not have knowledge
about the internal state of the SUT. Most of the black-box fuzzing tools use input as
a seed to start fuzzing the data [64],[66]. There are various mutation techniques for
the input. For example, the input can be modified accordingly as shown below [75]:
 Delete or introduce a random element
 Delete a sequence of things
 Repeat an element
 Duplicate a random element
 Swap two adjacent values
 Permute values
There are not many pure mutational fuzzers available. Radamsa is the most well-
known black-box mutational fuzzer and it is furthered discussed in Section 4.3.2.
PULSAR [76], is another black-box fuzzer to test proprietary network protocols.
Although black-box fuzz testing can be a very effective way to detect program defects
it has some limitations. More precisely, it is not possible to track the source code
coverage or measure execution path coverage. Advantages using this fuzzing tech-
nique are its good performance metrics. Black-box fuzz testing does not introduce
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performance degradation like some white-box methods. It is also fairly simple to
use because no extra compilation or instrumentation of SUT is needed [77],[78],[66].
3.1.1 PULSAR
PULSAR, has only information about the exchanged messages of the examined
protocol and it models the SUT states and message structures based on that infor-
mation. Furthermore, it uses reverse engineering and simulation to model protocol
states and messages by using captured network traffic. PULSAR’s phases are shown
in Figure 3.4. In the first stage of PULSAR, a Markov model is created to represent
the protocols, state machine, and message structures to model protocol messages as
message templates. Rules are introduced to characterize the data flow, that is, mes-
sage exchange. When PULSAR receives a certain message from SUT, it is able to
categorize it to one of the created message templates and add a specific rule to de-
scribe the possible data transformation. A fuzzing mask is used to determine which
parts of the message template are fuzzed. Since PULSAR has created a model of
the SUT stages, it can use it to measure model coverage. Model coverage is done by
introducing state machine subgraphs, where the fuzzer is guided based on how often
a subgraph is visited and the amount of messages with variable input fields [76].
3.2 Gray-box Fuzzing
While black-box fuzz testing does not have any insight of the test target, white-box
fuzz testing uses symbolic execution and constraints solving to explore execution
paths. This, can cause significant performance degradation. Gray-box fuzz test-
ing lies somewhere in-between, trying to get some insight of the SUT without any
Figure 3.4 PULSAR has three (3) analysis steps: 1. Model Inference, 2. Test Case
Generation and 3. Model coverage. Figure from [76].
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performance cost. Lightweight binary instrumentation is used to examine program
execution paths by given input without further analysis. Gray-box fuzz testing does
not introduce program analysis as white-box fuzz testing does. Lightweight binary
instrumentation is more scalable than deep program analysis and it can be executed
in parallel [79].
A classification tree with heuristic operations method can be used for protocol
fuzzing [80]. It analyzes the protocol by using a classification tree and then re-
moves non-informational items using heuristic deductions to reduce the given input
space and increase the quality of fuzzed inputs to the SUT. Heuristics operation is
executed with the assistance of binary analysis program IDA Pro.
Generating the grammar describing the input data can be a cumbersome task. An
automated way of creating the grammar by using machine learning was done in [81].
This approach uses an unsupervised recurrent neural network to create a statistical
model of the input. This, produces a probability distribution which can be used to
create novel inputs.
3.3 White-box Fuzzing
White-box fuzz testing is a fuzzing method where dynamic test generation and
advanced SUT monitoring techniques are used. Symbolic execution and constraint
solving is widely used in white-box fuzzing.
Limitations of white-box fuzz testing are the well known path explosion. When
the size of SUT is large, it generates an endless amount of possible paths. Hence,
examining all possible paths is infeasible and can lead tp a small scale DDoS attack.
3.3.1 American Fuzzy Lop
American Fuzzy Lop (AFL) is an instrumented, brute-force security- oriented fuzzer.
It uses compile-time instrumentation to measure edge coverage and genetic algo-
rithms at test case discovery. Additionally, it has revealed real life vulnerabilities
from various different programs like PuTTY, Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer and
Wireshark. Whether it is a white-box fuzzer or gray-box fuzzer is a question for
debate. This is due to the fact that adding compile-time instrumentation requires
the software to be able to access source code but since it does not track internal
state of the SUT in a precise manner and does only branch coverage it could be
classified to gray-box fuzzer.
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1 i f ( x == 24 ) {
func1 ();
3 e l se :
func2 ();
5 }
Program 3.1 If x is 32-bit integer the else branch is executed randomly with probability
of 1
232
[77].
Example mutation operations used in AFL are:
 Sequential bit flip
 Boundary value substitution
 Block deletion
 Block insertion
 Arithmetic operations
AFL can be run without the compile instrumentation. For running AFL for non-
instrumented binaries the QEMU mode or blind-fuzzer mode can be used. AFL is a
widely used fuzzer and it has various extensions. To mention one AFL modification,
[79] describes a method, named AFLFast to find low-frequency program execution
paths by introducing a Markov chain model to determine that fuzzing an input seed
generating a path i can also generate a path j. By adding this modified power
schedule to AFL they were able to improve AFLs efficiency [82],[83].
3.3.2 SAGE
SAGE (Scalable Automated Guided Execution), is another widely known fuzzer
which is able to fuzz Windows file-reading applications. It uses symbolic execu-
tion and code coverage maximizing heuristics to improve test case generation and
vulnerability detection. Since black-box fuzzing has problems to cover if-else -type
branching by randomly mutating the input value as shown in Figure 3.1, symbolic
execution with path constraints is used to overcome these type of code coverage
issues. In SAGE, test cases are created dynamically by analyzing path constraints
using a negation technique. Coverage-maximizing search algorithm is used to in-
crease vulnerability detection performance. Furthermore, SAGE uses generational
search to mitigate the path explosion problem [77].
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White-box fuzzing suffers from the path explosion problem, where all the possible
program execution paths lead to an infeasible amount of possible paths to explore.
In [84] authors introduced a white-box fuzz testing technique which does grammar-
based analysis for the valid inputs to enable deeper path coverage. Greater path
coverage is achieved by enabling the fuzzer to generate always parseable inputs.
Furthermore, a novel dynamic test generation algorithm was introduced. This algo-
rithm, generates grammar-based constraints in symbolic execution with a constraint
solver. This grammar-based white-box fuzzer performed better than black-box,
white-box or only grammar-based fuzzers when it was executed against Internet
Explorer 7 JavaScript interpreter.
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4. IMPLEMENTATION OF THE FUZZ
TESTING FRAMEWORK
The main contribution of this work, is the development of a fuzz testing framework.
This chapter, describes the implementation of the developed fuzz testing framework.
This fuzz testing framework enables fuzz testing to be executed in SDLC implemen-
tation phase as well as in SDLC verification phase. Furthermore, the fuzz testing
framework is able to fuzz the developed protocols in an automated manner by in-
tegrating fuzzing to CI pipeline and by executing selected tests automatically. As
having fuzzing included in CI pipeline, testers are able to execute short term fuzz
tests as well as long term fuzz testing. If any of the executed fuzz tests fails the
produced fuzzed packets and fuzz testing sequence can be used at regression testing,
and as an acceptance criteria for the developed product. Since the fuzz testing is
automated, longer fuzz tests can be executed during the verification phase of the
development if it is required. Enabling fuzz testing in multiple parts of SDLC it
is considered as a cost effective technique since we can start fuzz testing the target
protocols in the early phase of development as well as later – before the release of
the product.
To be able to access the desired protocol packets testing framework captured the
original protocol packets and modified them as needed. Robot Framework was
used to derive the SUT to desired state to capture the desired protocol messages
if needed. Automatic reporting of test cases was also done with the Robot Frame-
work [85]. Robot Framework is described in details in Section 4.1.1. Accessing a
specific protocol packet was achieved by having a MITM style approach where the
fuzzing framework received the protocol packet from the testing framework and then
returned the modified protocol packet back to the testing framework. By returning
the modified protocol packet it be could processed inside correct protocol packets,
for example, add appropriate TCP and IP protocol headers automatically by the
existing testing framework. In Figure 4.1 is a visualization how fuzz testing frame-
work has access to the selected protocol packet and how the fuzz testing framework
can return the processed protocol to the testing framework which can build the rest
of the protocol stack correctly.
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Figure 4.1 Fuzzing framework is able to fuzz separate protocol packets by mimicking a
MITM behavior where it can access the protocol stack, modify a desired protocol packet and
return the modified protocol packet back to the testing framework before it is sent forward
to the SUT.
4.1 Automated Software Testing tools
Automated software testing tools were used to enable more accurate and precise
testing of target protocols. Since the proprietary protocol stack might be complex
and not all protocols were tested simultaneously an automated testing tool was used
to drive the testing target to a desired state. This action enables the testing of a
specific protocol and to bypass other possible protocols in the protocol stack. Using
an automated testing tool enables also automated log collection and reporting of
the progress of test cases.
4.1.1 Robot Framework
Robot Framework is an open source test automation framework that can be used to
execute data driven tests and acceptance testing. It is operating system independent
and developed in Python. Robot Framework has keyword driven tests and Python
or Java implemented libraries can be used to expand its testing capabilities. The
test cases should be designed to be human readable. Human readable test cases are
achieved by adding layers of different keywords to hide the technical details [85].
Robot Framework is used in KONE testing environment. Robot Framework can be
used to drive SUT to a desired state. By introducing SUT some state controlling,
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fuzzing can be executed to, for example, a connected protocol state to overcome
exhaustive fuzz testing against closed connection state. SUT state controlling also
enables testers to fuzz test selected protocol messages. This enable fuzz testing a new
developed feature early in the development phase to detect possible implementation
bugs as soon as possible. It also enables that all the desired protocol messages are
fuzz tested.
Robot Framework is able to launch the testing target, if needed, initialize execution
environment and provide the needed test files. This can be achieved using the
Suite Setup and Test Setup keywords. The corresponding cleaning up -functionality
is achieved with Suite- and Test Teardown keywords. Robot Framework is able
to collect all the test case related logs to a certain location and it provides easy
interface to examine the test execution. These SUT controlling steps are vital, for
example, some hardware environments could accept corrupted configurations and
after a reboot cause undesired behavior to the device. This is prevented by using
the Suite- and Test Teardown functionality ensuring that the SUT is left in a good
state after fuzz testing.
4.2 Continuous Integration tools
Continuous integration tools are software that are used to automate software build-
ing and testing steps, for example. These can be integrated to a software version
control systems, like git and svn, and to trigger software building. CI can also
execute source code analysis tools. These tools can be executed automatically to
examine the quality of committed source code and to alert developers if any issues
arise. Static code analysis is usually executed in CI tooling. Automated test case
execution is also a part of the build process. After building the new software version
the selected tests are executed to ensure that the new version of the software passes
the tests. The used CI tool is discussed in the next Section 4.2.1.
The trend nowadays is to use CI in the implementation. CI enables source code
inspection and building in real time resulting in a continuous delivery of a software
product. Many of the used secure development practices can be added to a CI,
for example, normal testing methods and static code analysis can be automated.
Adding fuzz testing on top of normal testing can capture implementation bugs in
an early phase and reveal unexpected faults. Including fuzz testing expands the test
space from normal test cases and defined bad test cases to arbitrary test case space
as can be seen in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2 Fuzz testing can capture the states of defined bad cases as well as normal
cases. Beyond those fuzz testing can capture unexpected abnormal states and unexpected
faults, which are not captured by defining bad test cases or normal test cases [86].
4.2.1 Jenkins
The developed fuzz testing framework was included in a continuous integration tool.
Integration to CI tools allows the automatic execution of fuzz test cases. Automatic
test execution can be used to execute also regression testing and acceptance testing.
Regression testing is used to verify that founded issues are fixed properly. Accep-
tance testing is a longer time period testing where the SUT is fuzz tested for selected
time period. The selected CI tool to achieve this functionality was Jenkins. Jenkins
is Java based automation server. It can automated pre-defined tasks, it can fetch
source code and build it and execute tests among other various possibilities [87].
To execute fuzz testing against selected targets in an automated manner a Jenkins
server was installed. In Figure 4.3 is a presentation of how CI enables developers
and testers get feedback by automatically executing test cases. Multiple fuzzing
execution tasks for Jenkins was built. The goal of these tasks was to update the
tested source code automatically and run selected long and short term fuzz tests for
different target protocols. Finally the possible findings can be reported automati-
cally.
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Figure 4.3 Continuous integration enables the testers and developers to get instant feed-
back of their work by executing different tests automatically.
4.3 Used Fuzz Testing tool
The fuzz testing at KONE IoT R&D is executed in varying hardware and software
environment. KONE has various different hardware products and the lifecycle of
the products is especially long and therefore creates challenging environment. This
restricts the use of some white box fuzz testing tools, since it is desired that the
selected testing targets are able to be tested in real hardware environment. In the
Section 4.3.1 the requirements for the selected fuzz testing tool are listed. These
requirements arise from the existing KONE software development and testing envi-
ronment. In the Section 4.3.2 the selected fuzz testing tool is described.
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4.3.1 Fuzz Testing Tool Requirements
Fuzz testing was developed to be a part of normal testing procedure and to be inte-
grated to the existing testing framework at KONE Corporation’s IoT R&D section.
This was done to enable software testers to have easy way of adding fuzz testing on
top of their normal testing sequences. The fuzz testing was supposed to be able to
be executed by testers without prior knowledge about fuzz testing. Because KONE
has numerous proprietary protocols to be tested, the fuzz testing framework should
be able to test all of them in various different hardware and software environments.
Automated fuzz testing should be added to continuous integration development pro-
cess as well. The fuzz testing should also be able to execute as regression testing
procedure. Some of the protocols are implemented in software that runs in a very
limited hardware. This restricts the execution environment since it could be diffi-
cult to add any modified binaries to the testing target. To be able to test as many
protocols as possible it is easiest to develop a framework that is using a black-box
fuzzer. Below is a summary of the restrictions and requirements for the selected
fuzz testing tool.
1. Needs to have found real life vulnerabilities
2. Is actively maintained
3. Able to test various protocols in real hardware and software environment
4. Able to test both debug- and release builds
5. Able to be integrated to continuous integration tool
6. Able to be integrated to existing KONE testing environment
7. Fuzzing sequence can be saved for regression testing
8. Does not require the source code (black-box fuzzing)
4.3.2 Radamsa Fuzzer
Radamsa is a well known black-box fuzzer and general purpose fuzzer. It is devel-
oped initially at University of Oulu at Oulu University Secure Programming Group
(OUSPG). Radamsa is described to be a "state of the art black-box robustness test-
ing" software. The authors describe that Radamsa can be added to SDLC process
to increase the overall quality of the developed system. Radamsa is a lightweight
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command line tool, see an example usage of Radamsa in Program 4.1, that generates
output based on the given input files. [88].
Radamsa has been an effective fuzzer to find real life vulnerabilities. There is a list
available regarding the founded issues during the last 10 years. Some well known
and popular software are in the list, for example, Chrome, Mozilla Firefox and VLC.
Radamsa can be used as a TCP server or a client. It uses /dev/urandom as a seed or
it can be given a specific seed with "--seed" option, to start generate outputs. Other
fuzzing strategies can be used with mutations, patterns and generators arguments,
for example. Although not every mutation ends up generating an unique output the
developers of Radamsa states that "equal outputs tend to be extremely rare" [75].
1 echo "example" |./ bin/radamsa
2 ewamewamewamewamewamewamewamewamewamewamewamewamewamewame
Program 4.1 Example usage of Radamsa.
We started off by using Radamsa as our fuzzing tool, since it full fills all our require-
ments stated in Section 4.3.1, for a suitable fuzzing tool. Radamsa is straightforward
to use, designed to be easily integrated to a CI, and automated regression testing.
As stated in Section 1.1 the purpose of this project was to create a fuzzing server
that can be integrated to a CI. The generated outputs are not recorded by Radamsa
if they are directed to stdout. The output can be written to a file automatically
by Radamsa, with appropriate commands. We used our fuzz testing framework to
save the fuzzed protocol message for regression and reproducible testing purposes.
Example of the fuzz testing findings by using Radamsa fuzzer are in the Section 4.5.
4.4 Fuzz Testing Framework Implementation
Developing the fuzz testing framework for proprietary protocols and integrating it to
the existing KONE testing environment wasn’t trivial. There was some difficulties
during the work, for example, some integration issues with the existing KONE test-
ing framework. The existing automated testing framework was not flexible enough
to send malformed protocol packets. The testing framework was strict with the
protocol definitions, fields, data types and data size, and thus the existing testing
framework needed some tweaking to allow deviations from the protocol specifica-
tions. The testing framework was modified to prevent making strict type restrictions
in the protocol fields and field lengths. This would allow malformed data to be sent
to the SUT through the existing testing framework.
KONE has numerous proprietary protocols and some of the protocols are able to be
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tested only after proper authentication, while some of the protocols are only able to
be tested at the target hardware. The variety of fuzz test targets obligates to make
more fine grained testing plan for each of the tested protocol. The authentication
restriction is somewhat easy to bypass, by driving the SUT to the desired testing
state by making the authentication first, but the target testing is causing more
difficulties, like SUT monitoring problems, especially when a product build is used.
The SUT is hard to monitor when debuggin build features, like remote SSH (Secure
Shell) connection, is not present. The SUT should be monitored for excessive CPU,
memory and other resource usage and for slow responses. For monitoring these
resource usages and SUT logging, while using a production build, is not a trivial
task. Other proprietary KONE protocol was used to help overcome some of these
target monitoring issues.
After these KONE specific impediments, the common fuzz testing issues are present;
how to reproduce the found issues? It is not always easy to reproduce the examined
SUT behaviour. Sometimes we are not able to reproduce the same behaviour with
the same data and the found issue is flagged as false positive. Also defining which of
the sent fuzzed data is causing the examined behaviour in SUT is not easy, especially
when the fuzz testing has been ongoing for a long period and the SUT has parsed
large amount of fuzzed data. What is common with the tested protocols is to close
the connection if the sent data to the SUT is not valid. When the connection is
closed by the SUT quite often, it is difficult to sent a lot of fuzzed data to the target.
This type of issue causes the fuzz testing to be more of a "open a connection, send
couple of packets of fuzzed data and get connection closed message" -type of testing
sequence. In the end, we end up reopening the connection several times, without
being able to sent multiple fuzzed protocol packets. This is a good sign, because
the SUT is able to distinguish the fuzzed data from normal valid data, but it also
makes it harder to fuzz the SUT thoroughly.
4.5 Fuzz Testing Findings
A fuzz testing framework was developed and integrated to a CI server. Some selected
proprietary protocols were fuzz tested using Radamsa fuzzer and the developed fuzz
testing framework. The developed system was successful in finding several imple-
mentation errors. As mentioned in Section 1.2, detailed analysis of the fuzz test
findings was out of the scope of this work. As such only a short summary of the
findings is listed. Table 4.1 lists some of the found issues during fuzz testing. The
goal here was to find different security-related protocol implementation vulnerabili-
ties. As stated in Table 4.1 input validation errors occurred and those findings can
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lead to several security-related vulnerabilities. A detailed analysis of the root cause
of the findings was left to the developers to examine and it is outside of the scope
of this work.
Fuzz testing findings
1. Input validation errors
2. No forced bound checking
3. Wrong implementation of variable type
4. No proper handling of empty input values
5. Improper bitmask implementation
6. Excessive usage of memory
Table 4.1 Example findings of implemented fuzz testing framework.
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5. POSSIBLE FUTURE WORK
In this thesis a fuzz testing framework was designed and implemented. The de-
veloped fuzz testing framework was integrated to an existing automated testing
framework and continuous integration system. Integration to the existing auto-
mated testing framework enables to fuzz test desired KONE proprietary protocols
and specific packets or messages of the protocol. The implemented fuzzing method
was black-box fuzzing. In this fuzz testing framework implementation, Radamsa
fuzzer was used as a black-box fuzzing tool.
In the future, some other black-box fuzzer could be used to investigate if more
implementation bugs and vulnerabilities can be found by fuzz testing. For example,
AFL fuzzer can be configured to a blac-box fuzzer and it could be used as the
fuzzer. Other fuzz testing strategy like white-box fuzzing could be implemented in
the future to enable even more thorough fuzzing. By enabling the fuzzer to have some
insight of the protocol state and fuzz testing coverage a more thorough fuzz testing
could be achieved. Since the designed protocol specifications and source code are
available, white-box fuzzing could be used to fuzz test the protocol implementations.
A white-box fuzz testing would be able to benefit from the source code or binary and
include coverage measurements for the fuzzing. By adding coverage measurement
the target protocol implementation would be fuzz tested more thoroughly. The
protocol implementations could be fuzz tested at a host PC, if fuzz testing at the
dedicated hardware is not possible due the hardware restrictions. A template based
fuzzing approach could be beneficial as well, it would take into account the protocol
fields. A delicate error or change in the protocol packet could be more efficient to
find security vulnerabilities. For those protocols that do not have a payload, a state
machine fuzzing technique could be implemented to detect abnormal behavior of the
SUT. For example, if the protocol is in closed connection state the state machine
fuzzing could try to change the state arbitrarily from closed to something different.
A commercial fuzzer might be good solution to identify more issues during fuzz
testing. Defensics fuzzer has Software Development Kit (SDK) to define custom
protocols. With the Defensics SDK Framework, the protocol structure and the
state machine of the protocol can be properly defined. This would allow more
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specific fuzzing strategies to be used, while fuzz testing. The main drawback of this
approach is the manual work that is required in order to define the protocols as well
as their state machines. Thus, this type of solution would suit a target protocol that
is otherwise hard to fuzz test or is easy to implement with the Defensics SDK fuzz
testing framework. It is obvious, that when the amount of protocols to fuzz test
is quite large and the type of the protocols varies no perfect solution, that would
work on all of these protocols, exists. By dividing the target protocol types and
doing other type of classification of the protocols we can narrow down the number
of optimal approaches to consider for each of these protocol sets.
51
6. CONCLUSIONS
The purpose of this thesis was to create a fuzz testing framework that is incorporated
to the existing testing and continuous integration environment at KONE corpora-
tion. The goal was to enable fuzz testing in SDLC implementation and verification
phases. The fuzz testing framework is included in a continuous integration pipeline.
The test target was multiple different KONE proprietary protocols. The existing
KONE testing and development environment was developed by using Jenkins con-
tinuous integration server and Robot Framework testing corpus. Furthermore, the
developed fuzz testing framework was integrated to these tools. In the fuzz test-
ing framework, a black-box fuzzer Radamsa was used. The built environment was
successful in finding security related vulnerabilities from the selected protocols that
were tested. The fuzz testing environment enables regression testing to verify that
the founded issues are fixed correctly to prevent them showing up again. Finally,
the built fuzz testing framework was made easy to use for software testers.
52
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